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but all of this has changed. now, when you
cut a hole, inventor does not wait for you to
move the view. it automatically switches to
the correct hatch pattern. it allows you to
change the color of a hatch pattern right in
the same view. and this new feature works
in just about every view available on any
assembly. when you create a view of an
assembly, inventor also adds a new
dimension, called a base dimension. this
dimension will automatically create the
view for the base view that is there in the
assemble itself. so you can view an
assembly with no base view by simply not
selecting the base dimension. if you do
want to create a base view, you can also
immediately create a view that is located in
the same location of the base view.
improved mesh and polygon-based mesh
editing and subdivision. users can quickly
edit mesh instances, switching to a regular
mesh editing window as needed. in addition
to editing meshes, users can also edit mesh
instances with polygon-based editing. in
order to better understand the function of
the different methods, inventor's mesh
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editing window is now grouped by editing
method. there are new methods for easily
editing multiple mesh instances at the
same time and adding faces. the integrated
3d environment improvements that were
included in inventor 2020.1 require an
update of daz studio for users with previous
daz studio versions. the standalone 3d
environment also supports version 2020.1
and daz studio, so you can continue to use
your favorite software. the new inventor-
based alias design for inventor is
impressive. i installed it, placed a free-form
curve of just a few centimeters across on
top of the base, and a few seconds later i
had a predicted shape. there is no need to
add control points, because the model is
parametric. once the curve is in place, i can
easily add or remove other nodes to modify
the shape.
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